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DEALING WITH DANDELIONS
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M

any people want a lawn
which is completely free of weeds,
including dandelions. Before you use
herbicides, however, remember that
dandelions can be beneficial to your
yard and your health. Also, be aware
that there are less hazardous ways to
kill and remove weeds. This article
discusses how to create a healthy lawn
and techniques for removing and controlling dandelions.
Benefits
Dandelions can be beneficial to a
garden ecosystem as well as to human health. Dandelions attract beneficial ladybugs and provide early spring
pollen for their food.1,2 In a study done
at the University of Wisconsin, experimental plots with dandelions had more
ladybugs than dandelion-free plots, and
fewer pest aphids, a favorite food of
the ladybugs.2 Dandelions’ long roots
aerate the soil and enable the plant to
accumulate minerals,3 which are added
to the soil when the plant dies.
Not only are dandelions good for
your soil, they are good for your
health. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, a serving of uncooked dandelion leaves contains 280
percent of an adult’s daily requirement
of beta carotene as well as more than
half the requirement of vitamin C. Dandelions are also rich in vitamin A.4, 5
Dandelions are also used as herbal
remedies. The white sap from the stem
and root is used as a topical remedy
for warts. The whole plant is used as
a diuretic and liver stimulant.6
Identification and Biology
The dandelion is one of the most
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Dandelions provide food for beneficial insects.

common and recognizable weeds. The
official name for the dandelion is
Taraxacum officinale,7 which means
“official remedy for disorders”.4 There
are many common names for dandelions, including priest’s crown, Irish
daisy, monk’s head, telltime, blowball,
and lion’s tooth.4
The dandelion is a broadleaf weed,
with a deep, fleshy tap root. What
looks like a dandelion flower is actually many tiny yellow flowers surrounded by leafy bracts.8 They are produced on stalks 6 to 40 centimeters
tall (2.5 to 16 inches) clustered at the
base of the plant.7
The common dandelion is a biennial or perennial plant which reproduces by seed.7 The seeds spread with
the help of their downy parachutes.8
People often confuse the common
dandelion with the false dandelion,
Hypochoeris radicata. The false dandelion looks similar to the common
dandelion7 and can be controlled with
the same methods.9
Prevention
The best defense against dandelions
is a healthy lawn,10 since “a properly
maintained lawn is less susceptible to
weeds, insects, and diseases.”3 Steps
to a healthy lawn include overseeding
with the grasses you want to crowd

out weed seedlings.10 Mow frequently
and leave the grass clippings on the
grass as fertilizer.10 Set your mower to
cut at a height of 2 to 2 1/2 inches.10
Mowing at shorter heights allows more
dandelion seeds to germinate and
makes the lawn prone to weed invasions.11 Don’t cut off more than 1/3 of
the height of your lawn at a time,
especially just before the Northwest’s
typically dry summer, as this could
cause the grass to go into shock.10
Avoid over watering; watering deeply
and infrequently will build deeper
roots and help prevent disease. Northwestern lawns need (on average) an
inch of water per week to stay green
during dry summers. Lawns on clay
soils, or soils rich in organic matter,
will only need to be watered once or
twice per week. Sandy or gravelly soils
will need to be watered more often.10
For more information on healthy
lawns see “Lawn Care Without Pesticides” (JPR 12(2):38-39) and “Restoring a Lawn Without Pesticides” (JPR
20(3):13). These articles are available
from NCAP’s website, www.pesticide.org.
Physical Control
Decide how many dandelions are
tolerable in your lawn, then pull them
as necessary. Get as much of the root
as possible. Pulling or digging is easiest and most effective when the soil is
wet.10 Dandelions are most successfully pulled when they are small seedlings, before they have developed tenacious tap roots.12
There are a variety of different pulling tools that make effective dandelion removal easier. See “Tools for
Dandelion Removal,” p. 9, for examples of the many different models
available.
Cutting the weeds with longhandled shears is another method,
though it will take more than one time
to kill the weed entirely. When cutting, cut lower than the lawn mower
and make sure to cut all the leaves
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beneficial. Be willing to put up with a
few dandelions in your yard.
If you need to control dandelions,
focus on creating a strong, healthy
lawn. By maintaining a healthy lawn,
you will eliminate the need for other
time consuming controls. If necessary,
there are many nonchemical tools
available to kill dandelions or remove
them from your lawn.
References

Specialized tools make removal of dandelions easy.

and as much of the stem as possible.
Repeatedly cutting the greens prevents
the plant from getting the nutrients it
needs to survive. The root will stop
sending up new growth and the plant
will eventually die.13
A product that uses radiant heat to
kill dandelions is the Puzzy Boy. One
model (the Puzzy Boy Punto) is designed to kill weeds with long tap
roots. The Punto has two thermal
elements, one to kill the parts of the
plant above the ground, and a spike
on the end to kill the roots. Both
are heated by a propane burner.14
Its retail cost is less than $200. (See
p. 9.)
Waipuna, Inc. makes a small hot
water weeder called the Green
Weeder. It is not currently available
in the U.S., but sales are scheduled
to begin late in 2001. This weeder
uses tap water heated by electricity
to kill weeds and allows you to treat
weeds without bending over. Like
the Punto, its retail cost is under
$200.15
If you have lots of dandelions in
cracks in sidewalks, brick patios, or
driveways, you might want to try a
flame weeder. Flame weeders are
also effective on graveled areas.10
These tools burn propane from refillable tanks that are carried on a back-
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pack. Hold the flame about 6 inches
above the weed for a few seconds.
The flame heats the dandelion’s sap
and bursts the cell walls. Wilting and
death occur several hours later.16
Least Toxic Chemical Control
There are several least toxic herbicides available. Corn gluten meal is a
preemergent weed control product.
When applied to turf, it prevents dandelion seeds from sprouting but won’t
harm plants that are already growing.17
Vinegar effectively kills dandelions.
Spray it directly onto weed for about
three seconds. Be careful though, as
vinegar will also kill grass.18
Other Control Methods
Avoid fertilizers that contain potassium (one of the nutrients in many
lawn fertilizers). Long-term studies in
the United Kingdom found that potassium fertilizers increased dandelion
densities up to 20-fold.19
Anecdotal evidence suggests that if
you can boil water you can kill dandelions. Pour the boiling water directly
onto the weed. Boiling water kills any
vegetation it touches, so be careful
where you pour it.20
Conclusion
Remember that dandelions can be
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TOOLS FOR DANDELION REMOVAL
1 The Weed Hound
A 32” long tool with a plunger type
rod which forces six prongs through
holes in a metal plate. It uses a foot
pedal to remove weed.
www.hound-dog.com
(800) 694-6863
E-mail: info@hound-dog.com

Weedinator
2 A 1 foot long digging tool with a
90 degree handle that comes in
2-foot and 3-foot lengths.
www.notstooped.com
(303) 837-8490
E-mail: email@notstooped.com

5 Puzzy Boy
A machine that uses radiant heat
to kill dandelions.
www.chemfree-weedcontrol.com
(604) 534-9326
E-mail: info@chemfree-weedcontrol.com.
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6 Weed Dragon
A tool that uses a propane flame to
kill weeds. Recommended for
dandelions growing in gravel or
sidewalk cracks.
www.FlameEngineering.com
(800) 255-2469
E-mail: flame@flameengineering.com

Weed Popper
3 A 40” long foot lever. Pushing down
on lever forces tines into ground,
which pops out weed.
www.faultless.com/gardening_products.html
(800) 821-5565
E-mail: info@faultless.com

Dandelion Weeder
4 A specialized weed puller with
a 36” long handle.
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5

www.ames.com/rightTool/weedingTools.html
(800) 624-2654
E-mail:webmaster@ames-truetemper.com.
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